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Editor's PrefaeThe Report of the Amerian Physial Soiety Study Group on Boost-Phase Interept (BPI)Systems for National Missile Defense, appearing in this speial issue of Reviews of ModernPhysis, represents an e�ort of the APS that is both normal and extraordinary. The APShas periodially produed reports on matters of publi interest that require tehnial un-derstanding, and for whih an impartial and authoritative analysis would be of partiularuse to the publi and to poliy makers. The BPI Study, as it is informally alled, representsthe latest in this series of tehnial studies.The extraordinary part of the e�ort is the extended ommitment of time and energy thatthe Study Group applied to its work. Considerable original researh was required to exploresome aspets of the issue. Great are was taken to make the study broadly omprehensibleto an audiene of non-experts.In view of the proedures for review and approval of an APS Study, the report hasnot been subjeted to the usual review proess employed for RMP. Instead the Study wasexamined by a Review Committee haired by James Langer, University of California, SantaBarbara (Chair), and inluding Thomas Appelquist, Yale University; Will Happer, Prine-ton University; Claire Max, Lawrene Livermore National Laboratory; Burton Rihter,Stanford Linear Aelerator Center; and James Tsang, IBM T.J. Watson Researh Center.We thank the members of the Review Committee for their helpful and timely ritiques.The APS released an earlier version of this report to the press in 2003. That versionappeared on the APS web site and in a limited number of printed opies. This Reviews ofModern Physis version, supported �nanially by the Amerian Physial Soiety, ontainsorretions and revisions for larity with respet to the July 2003 version. There are nomajor hanges.The aknowledgments setion ontains thanks to many individuals and institutions thathave ontributed substantially to the report and I add my thanks to them here.Martin BlumeEditor in Chief
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Exeutive SummaryBoost-phase interept systems for defending the United States against ballisti missile attakare being atively onsidered as a major part of a national missile defense strategy. Spendingon suh systems by the U.S. Department of Defense is growing, and there is a prospetof muh larger expenditures in the future. Boost-phase interept weapons would seek todisable attaking missiles during the �rst few minutes of ight, while the missiles' boostersare still burning and before they have released nulear, hemial, or biologial munitions.The tehnial aspets and feasibility of suh weapons are the subjet of this report.In spite of the growing interest in boost-phase interept systems and the inreasing resouresbeing ommitted to developing them, little quantitative information about their tehnialfeasibility, required performane, and potential advantages and disadvantages is availableto the publi. Consequently, the Amerian Physial Soiety (APS) onvened a study groupof physiists and engineers, inluding individuals with expertise in sensors, missiles, roketintereptors, guidane and ontrol, high-powered lasers, and missile-defense-related systems,to assess the tehnial feasibility of boost-phase interept systems.The Study Group has based its assessments solely on information found in the open liter-ature about ballisti missiles and missile defense. We have supplemented this informationby our expertise in siene and engineering and have on�ned the assessments reportedhere to those that an be made with on�dene by applying the fundamental priniples ofroket propulsion, signal detetion and proessing, guidane and ontrol, and laser beampropagation. In many instanes, as doumented throughout this report, we have performedour own analyses to address important issues and to assure ourselves of the validity of ouronlusions.Our main onlusions are the following:1. Boost-phase defense against interontinental ballisti missiles (ICBMs) hinges onthe burn time of the attaking missile and the speed of the defending intereptorroket. Defense of the entire United States against liquid-propellant ICBMs, suh asthose deployed early by the Soviet Union and the People's Republi of China (China),launhed from ountries suh as the Demorati People's Republi of Korea (NorthKorea) and Iran, may be tehnially feasible using terrestrial (land-, sea-, or air-based) intereptors. However, the intereptor rokets would have to be substantiallyfaster (and therefore neessarily larger) than those usually proposed in order to reahthe ICBMs in time from international waters or neighboring ountries willing to hostthe intereptors. The system would also require the apability to ope with at leastthe simplest of ountermeasures.2. Boost-phase defense of the entire United States against solid-propellant ICBMs,whih have shorter burn times than liquid-propellant ICBMs, is unlikely to be pratialxxi



xxii Exeutive Summarywhen all fators are onsidered, no matter where or how intereptors are based.Even with optimisti assumptions, a terrestrial-based system would require very largeintereptors with extremely high speeds and aelerations to defeat a solid-propellantICBM launhed from even a small ountry suh as North Korea. Even suh high-performane intereptors ould not defend against solid-propellant ICBMs launhedfrom Iran, beause they ould not be based lose enough to disable the missilesbefore they deployed their munitions.3. If intereptor rokets were based in spae, their overage would not be onstrainedby geography, but they would onfront the same time onstraints and engagementunertainties as terrestrial-based intereptors. Consequently, their kill vehiles (the�nal homing stage of the intereptors) would have to be similar in size to those ofterrestrial-based intereptors. With the tehnology we judge ould beome availablewithin the next 15 years, defending against a single ICBM would require a thousandor more intereptors for a system having the lowest possible mass and providingrealisti deision time. Deploying suh a system would require at least a �ve- totenfold inrease over urrent U.S. spae-launh rates.4. The Airborne Laser now under development ould have some apability against liquid-propellant missiles, but it would be ine�etive against solid-propellant ICBMs, whihare more heat-resistant.5. The existing U.S. Navy Aegis system, using an intereptor roket similar to theStandard Missile 2, should be apable of defending against short- or medium-rangemissiles launhed from ships, barges, or other platforms o� U.S. oasts. However,intereptor rokets would have to be positioned within a few tens of kilometers ofthe launh loation of the attaking missile.6. A key problem inherent in boost-phase defense is munitions shortfall: although asuessful interept would prevent munitions from reahing their target, it ouldause live nulear, hemial, or biologial munitions to fall on populated areas shortof the target, in the United States or other ountries. Timing interepts auratelyenough to avoid this problem would be diÆult.The ChargeBoost-phase missile defense systems would disable attaking missiles while their roket mo-tors are burning by hitting them with an intereptor roket or a laser beam. For ICBMs,this phase of ight typially lasts 3 or 4 minutes. Boost-phase defense has been proposedas a way to avoid the problems faed by midourse defense systems, whih are intended todisable the attaking missile's warheads after they have been deployed. The midourse ap-proah is ompliated by the need to ounter multiple warheads, submunitions (\bomblets"),lightweight deoys, and other ountermeasures.The Study Group was asked to evaluate boost-phase interept systems that would de-fend the United States using land-, sea-, air-, or spae-based intereptor rokets or anairborne laser now being developed. Spae-based laser systems were not inluded beausethe tehnology needed for suh systems would not be ready within the 10- to 15-year periodonsidered. The Study did not onsider the feasibility of the ommuniations, ommand,ontrol, and battle management that would be required. Nor did it onsider poliy issues,



Exeutive Summary xxiiisuh as the arms ontrol, strategi stability, or foreign poliy impliations of testing ordeploying a boost-phase defense.The FousDeveloping and deploying a reliable boost-phase missile defense would be a major under-taking likely to require a deade or more to omplete. We therefore onsidered missilesthat might be developed or aquired by North Korea and Iran during the next 10 to 15years. These ountries were the fous of the Study beause the U.S. government has ex-pressed onern spei�ally about them. Aording to U.S. intelligene estimates, neither ofthem urrently has a redible ICBM apability but they are projeted to develop or aquireICBMs within the next 10 to 15 years. The Study Group also onsidered defense againstICBMs launhed from Iraq. With the hanged politial situation arising from the events ofthe Spring of 2003, an ICBM threat from Iraq appears unlikely for the foreseeable future.We have nevertheless retained the analysis of the Iraq threat in the body of our report, toillustrate the requirements for defending against ICBMs from a ountry that is intermediatein size between North Korea and Iran.We began by identifying boost-phase interept systems that ould work in priniple andthen determined the system performane that would be required to defend the entire UnitedStates, the ontiguous 48 states, or only the largest U.S. ities. The attaking missiles wereassumed to be similar to the �rst ICBMs developed 30 to 40 years ago by the United States,the Soviet Union, and China. Both liquid- and solid-propellant missiles were onsidered,beause either type might be developed or aquired within 10 to 15 years and the StudyGroup therefore onluded that it would be imprudent not to onsider both in evaluatingthe feasibility of boost-phase defense.Key IssuesHitting the Missile. An important question in boost-phase defense is whether the killvehile arried by the intereptor ould atually hit a long-range missile, given the inherentlyunpreditable aeleration that is normal for an ICBM in powered ight and the possibilityof programmed trajetory-shaping or evasive maneuvers. Assuming intereptors an reahthe missile during its boost phase, we �nd no fundamental obstale to homing on the missileaurately enough to hit it. To do so, however, the kill vehile would have to be very agileand would need to arry enough fuel to ontinue adjusting to the missile's aelerationuntil the moment of impat. We determined that kill vehiles apable of meeting theserequirements would be substantially heavier than those that some have suggested for boost-phase interept. Our analysis of this agility requirement and its impliations for the weightof the intereptor are key new aspets of this study.Time. Time is short for boost-phase defense beause ICBMs burn out quikly: inroughly 3 minutes for solid-propellant missiles and 4 minutes for liquid-propellant missiles.But the time atually available is substantially shorter than the duration of the burn. Evensystems with state-of-the-art traking sensors would require 45 to 65 seonds or longer todetet the launh of a potentially threatening roket and determine its diretion of ightwell enough to �re an intereptor (that is, obtain a �ring solution).Additional time must also be allowed for the deision to �re. We have analyzed thedeision times that would be provided by various boost-phase defenses. \Deision time"as used here also inludes any additional time required for ommuniation between system



xxiv Exeutive Summaryelements, estimating the performane harateristis of the attaking missile and its traje-tory, resolving unertainties in the performane of the defense system, and other operationalfators.To be suessful, the interept would have to our before the missile gives its munitionsthe veloity needed to reah the United States. This veloity ould be attained as early as40 seonds before the missile would normally burn out.Due to the potentially similar ight pro�les of ICBMs and spae launhers, in manyases the defense system would not be able to distinguish a peaeful spae launh from anICBM attak. In these ases, the defense would have to shoot at every roket, unless it hadbeen established as nonthreatening before it was launhed.Extending the time for interept beyond the boost phase into the asent phase (de�nedhere as the period after the missile's �nal stage has burned out or its thrust has beenterminated but before it has deployed all its munitions and deoys) would not inrease theavailable time signi�antly. The reason is that one the missile's thrust has been terminated,it ould deploy its munitions and any deoys or ountermeasures quikly, possibly in lessthan a seond.With so little time available, intereptors would need to reah high speeds very quikly.Taken together, the short time available for interept and the size of the kill vehile neededto hit an unpreditably aelerating ICBM would require large intereptors. In some ases,they would have to be larger and faster than the ICBMs themselves and would have toaelerate four times more quikly. Suh intereptors have never been built and would pushthe state of the art.Range. The useful range of intereptor rokets is restrited by pratial limits on roketspeeds and by the short time available for interepting the attaking missile. The range ofthe Airborne Laser is also limited, both by onstraints on its power and by the distaneits beam an propagate through the atmosphere and remain foused. Consequently, boost-phase defense would be possible using intereptor rokets only if they ould be positionedlose enough to the required interept loations, generally within 400 to 1000 kilometers.Defense would be possible using the Airborne Laser only if it ould be stationed within300 to 600 kilometers of the interept points. The required interept loations are typiallyhundreds of kilometers downrange from the missile launh site, whih would further restritintereptor basing options.In general, boost-phase defense using terrestrial (land-, sea-, or air-based) roket inter-eptors or the Airborne Laser requires that the missile's ight path during its boost phasebe aessible from international waters or from neighboring ountries willing to host U.S.intereptors. The feasibility of boost-phase defense therefore depends not only on the per-formane of the attaking missile and the speed of the intereptor, but also on the size ofthe ountry that launhes the missile, the diretion of the missile's ight, the distane toits target, and the loal physial and politial geography.Shortfall. If a missile were hit during its boost phase by an intereptor, it wouldprobably lose thrust quikly, but the missile (perhaps in fragments) and its munitions wouldnot fall straight down. Instead they would ontinue on ballisti trajetories, falling to Earthshort of their target but possibly on populated areas. Thus, unless the missile's munitionswere disabled by the ollision|whih annot be assumed beause they are loosely oupled tothe missile and hardened to withstand re-entry at hypersoni speeds|a suessful intereptould ause live munitions to fall on populated areas. These areas would not be in theattaking ountry but might well be in ountries friendly to the United States or in theUnited States itself.



Exeutive Summary xxvThis problem is inherent in boost-phase interept. Our analysis indiates that it wouldbe extremely diÆult to time interepts to avoid ausing live munitions or debris to hitpopulated areas. This problem would be eliminated if the intereptor ould reliably destroythe missile's munitions, but doing so would be muh more diÆult than simply disablingthe missile's booster roket.Spae-Based Intereptor Requirements. Boost-phase intereptors �red from orbit-ing satellites ould in priniple defend the United States against ICBMs launhed fromanywhere on Earth. While their overage would not be onstrained by geography, spae-based intereptors would have the same time onstraints and engagement unertainties asterrestrial-based intereptors. As a result, their kill vehiles would have to be at least asmassive as the kill vehiles of terrestrial-based intereptors. Beause a satellite orbiting atlow altitude spends so little time over a single spot on Earth, many intereptor-arryingsatellites would be needed to defend against even a single missile. The preise number ofsatellites and the total mass that would have to be plaed into orbit would depend on thetype of ICBM as well as the speeds, aelerations, and masses of the intereptors and theirkill vehiles, whih would in turn depend on the tehnology available. Based on the tehnol-ogy that ould, in our judgment, be developed within the next 10 to 15 years, we �nd thata thousand or more intereptors would be needed for a system having the lowest possiblemass and providing a realisti deision time. Even so, the total mass that would have tobe orbited would require at least a �ve- to tenfold inrease over urrent U.S. spae-launhrates, making suh a system impratial.The Airborne Laser's Performane. A laser weapon now in development has alsobeen proposed for boost-phase defense. The Airborne Laser is being developed to disableshort- or medium-range ballisti missiles by illuminating them with a powerful laser beamfrom distanes of several hundred kilometers, heating them suÆiently to ause the stru-ture of the missiles to fail. In priniple, this weapon ould also disable long-range missilesduring their boost phase. Beause the laser beam ould reah an ICBM within a frationof a seond, its speed is not an issue. However, the range of the Airborne Laser is limitedby the distane its beam an propagate through the atmosphere and remain foused. As-suming that it works as planned, its useful range would be about 600 kilometers againsta typial liquid-propellant ICBM. This range would be suÆient to defend the UnitedStates against suh ICBMs launhed from North Korea but insuÆient to defend againstsuh missiles launhed from Iran, unless the laser ould be stationed over the Caspian Seaor Turkmenistan. Beause solid-propellant ICBMs are more heat-resistant, the AirborneLaser's ground range against them would be only about 300 kilometers, too short to defendagainst solid-propellant ICBMs from either Iran or North Korea.Countermeasures. While boost-phase interept would not be suseptible to some ofthe ountermeasures to midourse interept that have been proposed, there is no reasonto think it would not fae any ountermeasures. E�etive ountermeasures to boost-phaseinterept by intereptor rokets ould inlude launhing several ICBMs at nearly the sametime or deploying roket-propelled deoys and jammers. Furthermore, ICBMs ould beprogrammed to y evasive maneuvers that might overwhelm the agility and guidane andontrol apabilities of the intereptor or exhaust its propellant. Shortening the boost phasewould also be an e�etive ountermeasure: it would be pratially impossible for any in-tereptor roket to reah an ICBM with a boost phase of 2 minutes or less, even if it werelaunhed from a very small ountry. Countermeasures against the Airborne Laser ouldinlude applying ablative oatings or rotating the ICBM to redue the amount of heat themissile absorbs, launhing multiple missiles to overwhelm the Airborne Laser's apabilities,



xxvi Exeutive Summaryor attaking the airraft arrying the laser.Defending the United StatesWe onsidered the e�etiveness of boost-phase interept for defending the United Statesagainst ICBMs from the two spei� ountries of onern, North Korea and Iran, usingappropriate physial laws and engineering priniples to ompute the feasibility of partiularinterepts. The results summarized here are based on a series of generally optimisti, spei�assumptions. For example, we have made optimisti assumptions about the missile detetionand traking apabilities available to the defense. Moreover, we did not aount for manyof the real world fators that would have to be onsidered to make a realisti assessmentof the apability of suh a system. This inludes unertainties about the performane ofthe attaking missile and its trajetory, ignorane of the missile's target, the unpreditablenature of variations in any missile's ight, and unertainties in how quikly an intereptwould terminate an ICBM's thrust. Nor did we aount for possible operational delaysin proessing and transmitting information. All of these fators would make boost-phaseinterept more diÆult than our simulations suggest. Consequently, our results reet thetheoretial possibility of an interept, but this annot be equated with ertainty.We found that terrestrial-based intereptors that burn out in 40 to 50 seonds and reahspeeds of 6.5 to 10 km/s would generally be required to defend against ICBMs launhedfrom North Korea or Iran depending on the type of ICBM. In many ases, intereptors withsigni�antly longer burn times are likely to be ine�etive. As noted above, suh intereptorswould have to be substantially larger and apable of higher performane than any that haveyet been built or deployed. In a few situations, a 5-km/s intereptor would work againstslow-burning liquid-propellant ICBMs. The time available would be signi�antly greaterfor very slowly burning liquid-propellant ICBMs having burn times of 5 minutes or longer,but a defense that would work only against suh missiles, whih would be as slow as theslowest-burning missiles ever built, would risk being ine�etive.North Korea. Defense of all 50 states against typial liquid-propellant ICBMs launhedfrom North Korea would require intereptors with speeds of 6.5 km/s (almost as fast asICBMs) based in Russia or the Sea of Japan and �red within about 40 seonds of obtaininga �ring solution. The interept loations for most ICBM trajetories from North Koreawould be over China, hundreds of kilometers inside its border. Suh intereptors wouldhave ranges as long as ICBMs. Consequently, �ring them toward China to interept aNorth Korean missile ould be mistaken for an attak on China, Russia, or other ountries.The Airborne Laser might provide an alternative defense against liquid-propellant ICBMs.To defend against typial solid-propellant ICBMs and provide more than a few seondsof deision time would require intereptors that ould reah speeds of about 10 km/s,50 perent faster than a typial ICBM, in one-quarter of the time it would take an ICBMto reah its maximum speed. Suh intereptors would push the limits of what would bepratial and should be onsidered a bounding ase. The intereptors would have to bebased in Russia or the Sea of Japan and �red within 30 to 40 seonds after a �ring solutionwas obtained. Suh intereptors ould be mistaken for o�ensive weapons.Iran. To defend the entire United States against liquid-propellant ICBMs launhedfrom Iran using intereptors based in onventional loations would require basing 10-km/sintereptors in the Persian Gulf, and even this deployment would provide only about 15 se-onds of deision time. More deision time would be possible only if intereptors ould bebased in unonventional loations, suh as Turkmenistan or the land-loked Caspian Sea. A



Exeutive Summary xxviisystem with 6.5-km/s intereptors based in either of these loations ould provide a deisiontime of about 30 seonds.Defense of the entire United States against solid-propellant ICBMs launhed from Iranappears impratial; even a system with 10-km/s intereptors based both in the CaspianSea and in Turkmenistan or Afghanistan would provide less than 10 seonds of deisiontime, whih is unlikely to be adequate for an operational system.Defending Only a Portion of the United States. We also onsidered the feasibilityof defending only the ontiguous 48 states or only the largest U.S. ities against ICBMslaunhed from North Korea or Iran. In most ases, this would be no easier than defendingall 50 states. If, however, a boost-phase defense were not solely responsible for intereptingall missiles from these ountries, the required system performane would be less demanding.Intereptors ould hit liquid- or solid-propellant missiles launhed from these ountriestoward some U.S. targets. Suh a system ould provide a partial defense; for instane, forone U.S. oast but not the other. Coupled with an e�etive midourse system, a partiallye�etive boost-phase defense ould improve protetion of some targets by hitting missilesbefore they deploy deoys that ould overwhelm the midourse layer. This possibility,however, depends on the midourse system's being able to handle the unpreditable debrisgenerated by a boost-phase interept while engaging the warheads, whih most likely wouldsurvive the interept. Suh a apability would be diÆult to ahieve.Defending Against Short- or Medium-Range Missiles Launhed from O�shore. Mis-siles that ould be used for a sea-based attak probably are already available to nations ofonern to the United States. The Aegis radar system is adequate for traking suh missilesprovided it is within a few tens of kilometers of the missile launh loation, and a mis-sile similar to the Navy's Standard Missile 2 is adequate for suh an engagement withoutsigni�ant modi�ation.



FindingsThe Study Group analyzed boost-phase defense against liquid-propellant ICBMs, whihthe United States may fae initially, and against solid-propellant ICBMs, whih the nationmay fae later. The basi parameters of systems that ould ounter these threats in avariety of geographial situations were identi�ed. In the ourse of analyzing these systems,the Study Group identi�ed many signi�ant limitations to boost-phase interept, espeiallywhen onfronting solid-propellant ICBMs. However, it made no judgment as to whetherany or all of these limitations would rule out deployment of suh systems on operational,politial, or eonomi grounds. The analysis in the main body of this report supports thefollowing �ndings. A number (or letter) in parentheses indiates the relevant hapter (orappendix), setion, or subsetion of the supporting material.1. Interepting missiles during their boost phase presents major hallenges not faedby midourse-interept systems.� Midourse systems have 20 to 25 minutes to observe and interept threateningwarheads (A.2); boost-phase interept systems ould have 4 minutes or less todetet, trak, and interept potentially threatening missiles (4.4, 5.4{5.6, 10.4, 15).� In midourse ight, the trajetory of a warhead is ballisti and highly preditable(B); in powered ight, the trajetory of a missile is inherently unpreditable. Thisunpreditability results from unertainty about the intended target, the e�ets of themissile's maneuvers to manage its energy, shape its trajetory, or evade interept,and its unpreditable thrust variations (4, 12.4, 15.2).2. The e�etive ranges of boost-phase hit-to-kill intereptors, whether land-, sea-, air-,or spae-based, are limited by the short duration of ICBM boost phases and pratiallimits on intereptor y-out veloities. The range of the Airborne Laser is limitedprimarily by the distane its beam an propagate through the atmosphere whileremaining foused, and to a lesser extent on its power.These limitations have the following onsequenes:� In a hit-to-kill boost-phase defense, the time remaining after an intereptor is �redis so short|less than 170 seonds for a liquid-propellant threat missile and less than120 seonds for a solid-propellant threat missile|that the defense ould �re onlyone, either a single intereptor or a salvo of intereptors �red virtually simulta-neously. There would be no opportunity to reover from a mis�re or failure of aninterept attempt (5.4{5.6).� Boost-phase defense with intereptor rokets would be possible only if the roketsould be positioned lose to the intended interept point. The interept point isxxix



xxx Findingstypially 400 to 500 kilometers from the missile launh point. The intereptorstypially must travel at least 500 kilometers from the intereptor base to reah theinterept point (5.4{5.6).� Terrestrial-based boost-phase defense|both by intereptors and airborne lasers|also depends on the size of the ountry that launhes the missile, the diretion ofthe missile's ight, the distane to its target, and aess to areas adjaent to thatountry, determined by loal physial and politial geography (5).� Boost-phase defense using terrestrial-based intereptors ould not defend the UnitedStates against aidental or unauthorized launhes of ICBMs from the interiors oflarge ountries suh as Russia or China (5).3. The large and unpreditable variations of ICBM boost-phase trajetories and theshort time available for engaging them drive the requirements for any boost-phasekineti kill intereptor.Fators ontributing to unertainties in the interept point inlude:� Random and systemati errors in the defense detetion and traking system's mea-surement of position and veloity and estimate of aeleration of the attakingmissile (10.1.4, 12.3.1).� Lak of knowledge of the missile's target (15.2).� Normal or indued thrust-time variations of the threat booster (15.2).� Intentional trajetory shaping, inluding lofting or depressing the trajetory andmaneuvering to manage energy (15.2).� Intentional evasive maneuvers, suh as dog-legs or other maneuvers (12.4).� Lak of knowledge of the potential type or harateristis of the threat (3.3).� Unertainties in the method and times at whih the missiles' warheads or submu-nitions would be deployed (15.2, A.2.2).These unertainties redue the time available for the engagement and require kill-vehilemaneuver veloity and aeleration substantially greater than is generally reognized.These e�ets are disussed in Chapters 5 and 12.4. The only way a boost-phase defense an assure that lethal warheads will not strikea defended area is to disable the attaking missile before the earliest time it anahieve the veloity needed to arry its munitions to that area, beause the defensedoes not know the partiular target. This time is unertain beause the missile mayy various trajetories and exeute a variety of maneuvers to manage its energy orevade the defense (4.1, 5.1.3, 5.2.1, A.2).5. A robust boost-phase defense against ICBMs would require modern spae-basedsensors to detet launhes and provide initial traking information needed to launhintereptors. Even so, it would take at least 45 to 65 seonds to detet the launh ofan ICBM and establish a trak of its trajetory aurate enough to launh an inter-eptor. Suh sensors would also be needed to provide ontinually updated trakinginformation to the intereptors as they y to the target. A system suh as thehigh-altitude Spae-Based Infrared System (SBIRS-High) now under development



Findings xxxiould perform these funtions if the boost-phase defense requirement is inluded inits design (10.4).� While radars with suÆient sensitivity exist, for early detetion and initial trak-ing, horizon limitations, lutter problems, and geographi onstraints that requirestand-o� distanes greater than 300 km would prelude their use. Consequently,a modern spae-based missile warning and traking system, suh as the plannedSBIRS-High system, would be needed in order to ahieve the earliest detetion andinitial traking (10.4). The existing Defense Support Program (DSP) system ouldprovide launh detetion and initial traking, but it would take 30 seonds longerto obtain a �ring solution than a system suh as SBIRS-High (10.4). ConsequentlyDSP would be useful only against slow missiles, and only if the fastest intereptorswere used (5.9.2).� Additional time margin would be required to allow for the deision to �re and anyother intentional or system delays. We use the term \deision time" to enompassany time required beyond the zero deision time ase (5.1.3).6. While boost-phase defense against slow-burning liquid-propellant ICBMs not em-ploying ountermeasures appears tehnially feasible in priniple for some geographisenarios, the muh shorter burn times typial of solid-propellant ICBMs using even40-year-old tehnology all into question the fundamental feasibility of boost-phaseinterept of suh threats at useful ranges|no matter where or how the intereptorsare based|even with very optimisti assumptions about detetion and trak times(5.3, 6.11).� While liquid-propellant ICBMs typially have powered ight times of 4 minutes ormore, solid-propellant missiles typially have three boost stages that burn a totalof 3 minutes or less (3.4). This di�erene is ruial.� No matter where or how they are based, intereptors would typially have to travel500 kilometers or more in about two minutes to reah solid-propellant ICBMs be-fore they have ahieved the veloity required to deliver their payloads to the UnitedStates (5.3{5.6). This would require intereptors with extremely high yout velo-ities (in exess of orbital veloities and as high as 10 km/s) and very high aeler-ations. Suh intereptors would push the state of the art and may not be feasible.� By omparison, against liquid-propellant ICBMs, small two-stage terrestrial-basedintereptors having modest burnout veloities of only about 5 km/s, suh as thelargest-sized intereptor that ould meet the onstraints of the Aegis ruiser vertiallaunhers or deployment by bombers, ould marginally engage threats at about 500kilometers (5.3). Intereptors having veloities similar to those of ICBMs wouldprovide greater deision time and range for this ase but still ould not engagesolid-propellant ICBMs.7. Based on unlassi�ed summaries of U.S. intelligene estimates, the Study Grouponluded that ountries of onern might aquire or develop solid-propellant ICBMswithin the next 10{15 years and that it would be imprudent not to onsider them inevaluating the feasibility of boost-phase defense systems (3.4).� Proliferation of solid-propellant tehnology has been rapid (3.3).



xxxii Findings� A boost-phase defense would reate inentives to develop or aquire solid-propellantICBMs (3.4).� Boost-phase defenses not able to defend against solid-propellant ICBMs risk beingobsolete when deployed.8. The time onstraints imposed on any boost-phase defense system by the short du-ration of ICBM boost phases would pose signi�ant real-time deision issues.� In most situations, intereptors would have to be �red within a few seonds afteron�rmation of the launh of a large roket to interept it in time to defend theUnited States (5.3). The deision to �re intereptors would have to be almostautomati (5.3{5.6).� Beause of the potentially similar ight pro�les of ICBMs and spae launhers, inmany ases the defense system would have diÆulty distinguishing a spae launhfrom an ICBM attak. In these ases, the defense would have to shoot at everyroket, unless it had been identi�ed as non-threatening before it was launhed (10.4).9. Despite the variations and unertainties inherent in the boost-phase trajetories ofICBMs, our analysis indiates that a kill vehile inorporating urrent sensor andguidane tehnology ould home on ICBMs in powered ight with a preision om-patible with diret hit-to-kill requirements, assuming the kill vehile's booster ouldplae it on a trajetory that would take it within homing range of the ICBM. Thekill vehile would also have to meet ertain ritial performane requirements.Critial kill-vehile performane requirements inlude:� Capaity to shift from guiding on the roket's exhaust plume to guiding on theroket body. The Study Group believes this requirement in partiular requiresmore investigation (10.4).� Ability to aquire and trak the roket body within the plume at ranges of at least200 kilometers and with suÆient preision, using sensors on board the kill vehile(12.3).� SuÆient kill-vehile aeleration (7{8 g initially and 15 g in the end game), veloityfor maneuvering (2 km/s for terrestrial-based and 2.5 km/s for spae-based killvehiles), and guidane system response (0.1 seond or less) (12.5).These requirements would result in kill vehiles with masses substantially greater thanis generally appreiated. In our judgment, kill vehiles using tehnology that wouldbe available in the next few years would have masses on the order of 90 kilograms to140 kilograms: 90 kilograms for the total divert veloities of 2 km/s that would berequired for most ground- and air-based intereptors and roughly 140 kilograms for 2.5-km/s divert veloities that would be appropriate for spae-based intereptors and thefastest ground-based intereptors (14.4).10. Although a suessful interept would prevent munitions from reahing their target,live nulear, hemial, or biologial munitions ould fall on populated areas shortof the target, in the United States or other ountries. This problem of shortfall isinherent in boost-phase missile defense.



Findings xxxiii� Warheads and submunitions are loosely oupled to the �nal stage of the ICBM andannot be assumed to be destroyed by an interept that destroys or disables theICBM booster, as borne out by numerous destrut events during ight tests (13.1).� After an interept, the munitions and debris will ontinue on a ballisti trajetory,albeit one that is shorter than intended by the attaker (5.8).� The warheads or munitions and debris of an interepted missile will not fall on theountry that launhed it (5.8).� Preventing warheads or submunitions and debris of interepted missiles from hittingthe territory of U.S. friends and allies would sometimes require the defense to inter-ept missiles within a time window as small as 5 to 10 seonds, greatly ompliatingthe already daunting interept management problem (5.8.1).� Given the unpreditable variations in trajetories and thrust that haraterizeICBMs in powered ight, it is not lear that the interept an be timed to ourwithin the narrow window required (5.8.2).The problem of ontrolling shortfall ould be avoided if the boost-phase defense systemould destroy the missile's warheads or submunitions during boost, rather than simplydisabling the booster. This is a muh more diÆult task, and it has not been establishedthat it an be aomplished (13).11. Airborne intereptors o�er some unique advantages for boost-phase defense, butthey also have signi�ant limitations in defending against ICBMs. They ould be de-ployed more quikly than land- or sea-based intereptors in response to new threats,but several bakup airraft equipped with intereptors, as well as refueling airraftand defensive air over, would be required for every airborne-intereptor airraft onstation (16.5.3).� An intereptor of any given size has a slightly greater range if launhed from a high-altitude platform, beause it uses less energy to overome gravity and aerodynamidrag as it ies out toward its target. However, the onstraints on the size and weightof missiles that an airraft an arry limit the yout veloity of high-aelerationairborne intereptors to about 5 km/s (16.5.3).� Beause of their limited yout veloity, airborne intereptors ould engage ICBMsonly in situations omparable to the situations in whih a 5 km/s surfae-basedintereptor ould engage them. Consequently, using airborne intereptors to defendthe United States against long-burning liquid-propellant ICBMs would be possi-ble only if the required interept loations are within about 500 kilometers of theintereptor-arrying airraft (5.5.1).12. A onstellation of spae-based intereptors (SBIs) ould, in priniple, overome thegeographi limitations of terrestrial-based intereptors and interept ICBMs launhedfrom muh of the Earth's surfae. However, they would be subjet to range and timeonstraints similar to those that onstrain terrestrial-based systems. Consequentlyahieving reasonable overage between latitudes 30 degrees and 45 degrees Northwould ome at a very high ost.� Beause a satellite in low-Earth orbit spends so little time over a single spot onEarth, a system having the minimum mass-in-orbit and providing a realisti time



xxxiv Findingsto onstrut a �ring solution would require a thousand or more intereptors tointerept even a single liquid-propellant ICBM 5 seonds before it burns out (6.6).1� The SBI kill vehiles would be similar to those of terrestrial-based intereptors.Beause of the high losing veloities of SBI engagements, spae-based kill vehileswould require divert veloities of about 2.5 km/s (14.1). Suh a kill vehile wouldhave a mass of roughly 140 kilograms (6.11, 14.4). We estimate that an intereptorthat ombined the kill vehile with a two-stage booster to impart the required youtveloity of 4 km/s in 30 to 40 seonds would have a mass, inluding its on-orbitsupport systems, of about 1200 kilograms (6.11).� To interept a solid-propellant ICBM launhed from North Korea or Iran 5 seondsbefore burnout, at least 1600 intereptors would be required for a system havingthe lowest possible on-orbit mass and providing an optimistially short time toonstrut a �ring solution (6.11). Suh a system would have a mass in orbit of atleast 2000 tonnes. To deploy it would require at least a �ve- to ten-fold inrease inthe urrent annual U.S. launh apaity.� In pratie, more intereptors and mass would be required in orbit beause solid-propellant ICBMs launhed from North Korea or Iran would usually have to beinterepted before 5 seonds prior to their burnout. The number of intereptorswould also inrease if the system were designed to assure that two intereptors ouldbe �red against eah ICBM, provide more deision time, or have the apability todefend against ICBMs launhed nearly simultaneously from losely spaed launhsites (6.6, 6.11).� Defending against a liquid-propellant ICBM would ut the number of intereptorsrequired to about 700, with a orresponding redution in the mass of the system,beause suh missiles burn muh longer (15.2.1). However, a system designed toounter only liquid-propellant ICBMs ould beome obsolete quikly, given the timethat would be required to develop and deploy an SBI system (Finding 15), theinentives it would reate for emerging missile states to build or proure solid-propellant missiles, and the rate at whih solid-propellant tehnology is proliferating(3.4.2).13. Although boost-phase missile defense systems using hit-to-kill intereptors ouldavoid some of the ountermeasures to midourse interept that have been proposed,there are e�etive ountermeasures to suh boost-phase systems. Many of themhave been demonstrated in past U.S. programs for other purposes (5, 9, 12, 15).� Shortening the boost phase of ICBMs. Swithing from liquid-propellant to typialsolid-propellant ICBMs would ut the boost phase by a minute or more (Finding 6).Boost phases as short as 130 seonds are ertainly possible; suh missiles would bepratially impossible to interept (5.1.1).� Maneuvering the ICBM (15.2).� Frationating the payload during �nal-stage boost (9.1.2, 9.1.5).1Intereptors in low-Earth orbits revolve around Earth at high speeds while the Earth rotates beneaththem. As a result, at any instant almost all the intereptors in a spae-based system would be too far awayto engage a roket from any partiular launh site. A onstellation of a thousand or more intereptors wouldtherefore be required to ensure that at least one would always be within range of a hostile launh.



Findings xxxv� Deploying small, roket-propelled deoys from the missile designed to mask or mimithe radar and eletro-optial harateristis of the booster (9.1.3).� Launhing multiple missiles within a short time. Launhing tatial ballisti missilesbefore launhing ICBMs ould exhaust the defense's supply of intereptors (9.1.6).14. The Airborne Laser (ABL) has been designed to interept theater ballisti missilesand is sheduled to ahieve initial operational apability in about 10 years. It ouldo�er some apability for interepting ICBMs, but would have less range than largeground-based hit-to-kill intereptors. ABL airraft ould be rapidly deployed, butseveral ABL airraft, as well as tanker support airraft and defensive air over, wouldbe required to maintain one ABL airraft ontinuously on station. While the ABLhas some self-defense apability, without supporting tatial air over ABL airraftwould be vulnerable to attak by enemy airraft or surfae-to-air missiles.� Performane requirements for the ABL are driven largely by the onstrution ma-terials of the missile and the distane to the target missile|engagement time andunertainty about the target's trajetory are not issues (21).� The laser uene needed to disable ICBMs is urrently rather unertain, making itdiÆult to estimate aurately the ABL's range if used against ICBMs. The ABL'srange is expeted to be roughly similar to that of the modest-sized intereptorsthat ould be arried by airraft (21.5). If so, it ould engage only long-burningliquid-propellant ICBMs launhed from geographially small, aessible ountries(8.3{8.5).� Defense would be possible using the ABL only if it an be stationed within 600 kilo-meters of the interept point of a liquid-propellant missile or within 300 kilometersof the interept point of a solid-propellant missile. The ABL's laser beam wouldhave to heat an ICBM for several seonds to disable it; hene ABL engagementswould have to be timed to avoid the brief periods during whih one stage burns outand is disarded as the next ignites (8.7).� The ABL would have substantial ability to defend the U.S. against liquid-propellantICBMs launhed from North Korea; however, it would have no utility in defendingthe U.S. against these missiles launhed from geographially large, less-vulnerableountries suh as Iran. Beause of the greater heat resistane of solid-propellantmissiles, the ABL ould not defend against these missiles launhed from either NorthKorea or Iran. (8.3{8.5).� The ABL ould not disable nulear warheads or biologial or hemial submunitionsthat have been hardened to survive re-entry at ICBM speeds (20.1).15. Few of the omponents that would be required for early deployment (i.e., within5 years) of a boost-phase defense urrently exist. Moreover, we see no means fordeploying an e�etive boost-phase defense against ICBMs within 10 years. Severalkey omponents are laking and are unlikely to be developed in muh less than adeade.� Large, high-aeleration intereptors (5, 16) having the physial harateristis andperformane that would be needed for a surfae-based boost-phase interept systemhave never been built. To ounter short- or medium-range missiles launhed from



xxxvi Findingsplatforms o� U.S. oasts a missile similar to the U.S. Navy's StandardMissile 2 ouldbe used (5.7.1). We know of no other booster in existene or under developmentthat o�ers any utility for boost-phase interept of ICBMs.� No kill vehile urrently under development has the aeleration and maneuverabil-ity required for ICBM boost-phase interept (11.6, 12.5).� While radars with suÆient sensitivity exist, suh as the THAAD ground-basedradar and the Aegis AN/SPY-1 radar, their horizon limitations and geographi-al onstraints would require spae-based infrared sensors for detetion and initialtraking of threatening missiles (10.2). If SBIRS-High were available and had suf-�ient apability, it ould perform this funtion (10.4); however, reent reportsindiate that SBIRS-High is unlikely to be deployed before 2010 (10.1.2).� The ABL is urrently not expeted to be ready for deployment against theaterballisti missiles before 2012 (18.3). Testing and evaluation of the ABL againstICBMs probably would not our until after it has been tested for its intendedmission, interepting theater ballisti missiles.� Given the U.S. spae launh apability and the high ost of putting mass in orbit,spae-based interept is not pratial beause small, lightweight sensors, interep-tors, and kill vehiles are not urrently available (6.11).16. Muh of the publi disussion of missile defense has foused on ICBM attaks,but the threat posed by existing short- or medium-range tatial ballisti missileslaunhed from ships or other platforms positioned o� U.S. oasts is more immediate.It appears that a missile similar to the existing U.S. Navy Aegis Standard Missile 2ould engage short- or medium-range ballisti missiles launhed from sea platformswithout signi�ant modi�ation, provided that the Aegis ship is within a few tens ofkilometers of the launh platform (5.7.1).� Aording to the U.S. intelligene ommunity, launhing short- or medium-rangeballisti missiles from platforms a few hundred kilometers o� U.S. oasts wouldbe muh less demanding tehnologially than launhing ICBMs. The missiles thatwould be needed for suh an attak are already available (A.1).� Many of the hallenges that make ICBM defense diÆult|suh as geographi on-straints that prevent the defense from positioning intereptors lose to the missile'sboost trajetory, delays in deteting and traking the target missile, unertaintiesabout the exat target, and the problem of ontrolling shortfall|are absent whenthe threatening missile is launhed from a ship near the United States.� The Airborne Laser might also be able to ounter this threat, but the Study Groupdid not analyze this possibility.17. In our view, there are many issues for a boost-phase interept system that requirefurther study before the true apabilities and deployment timelines of boost-phasemissile defense an be determined.These issues inlude:� The ommuniations, ommand, and ontrol networks and systems that would berequired for a boost-phase interept system to funtion with the reliability required



Findings xxxviiunder the extreme time pressures that a defense system would fae, partiularlyone using spae-based intereptors.� The apability for transferring the intereptor's guidane from traking the mis-sile's luminous plume to traking the missile itself (\plume-to-hardbody handover")(10.4). This task is tehnially hallenging and not well understood. More realistimodeling, testing, and evaluation would be required to demonstrate that it an bedone reliably under all engagement onditions.� The e�ets on liquid- and solid-propellant boosters of a body-to-body ollision witha kill vehile need more extensive modeling and realisti testing (13).� The realisti apabilities that would be needed to deploy, maintain, and ontrol aspae-based system must be understood before an informed deision an be madeabout the feasibility of suh a onept. Given the extreme sensitivity of systemosts to hanges in the mass of spae-based intereptors, a areful assessment of thee�ets of ountermeasures should be inluded (6).� The lethality of the ABL when used against ICBMs, espeially solid-propellantICBMs. Further modeling and realisti testing are needed under the wide rangeof onditions that would be enountered in interepting ICBMs during their boostphase (20).Conluding remarksIn assessing the feasibility of boost-phase missile defense using hit-to-kill intereptors orthe ABL, we attempted to make optimisti assumptions to bound the performane of suhsystems. In some ases we made assumptions that appear tehnially possible but maynot be realisti on other grounds. An important example is the assumption in some of ouranalyses that intereptors ould be �red as soon as a target trak has been onstruted,without allowing additional time for deision or assessment. In other ases we simplyexamined the performane that would be required to make the system workable, withoutmaking any judgment about whether suh omponents ould realistially be deployed. Anexample of this kind is our onsideration of an intereptor apable of reahing a youtveloity 40 perent higher than an ICBM's veloity in only 45 seonds. Consequently,with those optimisti assumptions our results reet the theoretial possibility, rather thanthe ertainty, of an interept. Real-world fators would make boost-phase interept morediÆult than our results suggest. Moreover, the hoies made in this study were used toobtain upper bounds on performane; their use does not neessarily imply that the StudyGroup judged these hoies to be realisti.Given the results that follow from our assumptions, we onlude that while the boostphase tehnologies we studied are potentially apable of defending the United States againstliquid-propellant ICBMs in ertain geographi senarios, at least in the absene of ounter-measures, when all fators are onsidered none of the boost-phase defense onepts studiedis likely to be viable for the foreseeable future to defend the 50 states against even �rst-generation solid-propellant ICBMs (5, 6.11, 8.6).




